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Rev Hyung Jin Sean Moon- 2nd King of CIG 

Korean service at the True Parents’ Memorial during the 21 day WS 

Oct 28, 2020 

 

(Unofficial notes) 

Good morning! There are so many Asians in the forest! This is why people say Moonies are a 

cult. You are receiving OSDP through Rev Yu. Even though he does not have a great health, he 

is giving us True Parent’s thoughts. Through OSDP and CAUSA all young people have come to 

the frontline.  

 

Training: 

You have a great time with Victor Moon, a small guy who is able to choke a lot of people. You 

might be doing this martial arts’ training for the first time, but you can overcome some 

challenges and be victorious for God. Through blood, sweat and tears you come close to God. 

You understand the nature of alpha male, and develop your inner nature. You can control your 

mind and body, and help develop each other by doing this.  

Before you started maybe you were anxious, nervous. Men should be able to overcome fear. As 

you train and develop you become stronger individuals. You may continue to be nervous, but 

you start having fun at seeing others being choked.  

Through training you get to fight someone bigger than you, and you get nervous. This training 

is not tae kwon do kicks and punches; it is fighting with all your strength to overcome a big 

guy. Young people, you get to learn how to protect yourself. Small people can beat big people 

not through strength but through skills. In normal sports big people are stronger and win. In 

MMA, they put somebody on the floor, pound on them, and win if they are bigger.  

In Brazilian Jujitsu (BJJ) a small person can beat up a big guy through skills. BJJ is the 

foundation base for Peace Police- Peace Militia (PPPM) The muscles in the rump and the legs 

are stronger than the chest; so your legs will protect you and be your primary weapon.  

Triangle choke is the most effective; you do it with the legs. In judo you both end up on the 

floor, but since their rule is that you lose after 30 seconds on the floor, they could not develop 

grappling techniques. BJJ combined with judo. You girls, when you do jujitsu training you learn 

how to fight and defeat a big evil man who tries to sexually assault you. (Victor and Kata 

demonstrate how)  
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CIG is a very strong place. Girls can also do the triangle choke. In 8-10 s, the guy stops moving; 

in several minutes he will be dead. You want your daughters and granddaughters to protect 

themselves; they have that responsibility. The sexual organs of the person are the holy temple. 

Through PPPM training you can protect yourself when the predators attack.  

85% of the blue belts end up leaving the training. They are emotionally and physically tired and 

bored. For 2 years they have been beaten up. No matter how much they practice, they have kept 

on losing. They cry and want to quit. Young men living in the internet world think they are 

strong but they come here and get beat up, and see that they are not. Women, some smaller 

than you can beat you up, and you realize that the propaganda was fake.  

Kook Jin Nim called! Applause for him! 

 

The Queen: 

Isn’t it great that the Queen of CIG does this training? She is not sitting on a chair telling people 

what to do. She is doing what her husband tells her, sky diving, jumping into the frozen water, 

etc… She was an artist with fear, but now she is strong, doing everything for True Father.  

She is also driving a motorbike. With a small mistake on a curve you can get hit by a truck and 

get killed; you cannot survive. I doubt that normal husbands would ask their wife to do that. 

The 2nd King is not only her husband but he wants to give glory to True Father. Through the 

grace of God we can train in this and give the glory back to God. Our Queen is a super woman. 

She is now riding a 900 CC bike! The King saw how powerful and dangerous this was, and he 

trained her slowly, and comforted her. Now she can go around as a strong woman of God. How 

happy True Father must be! Now the Rod of Iron Riders is in the first phase. There will also be 

boating licenses and procession of boats in Florida, and we will all have a Trump flag.  

The Queen could live a very comfortable life but he does not like that. He wants his daughters 

to be responsible. The Queen can teach the Bible and the Divine Principle; she is also a Peace 

Police woman and can overcome things she is afraid of by training, and she can develop. 

Through practicing she can now beat younger and stronger women and has confidence in 

herself. True Father wants that kind of daughter! He does not like fearful women. Through 

PPPM training, women can develop, face their fear and anxiety, reduce them, and overcome 

them.  Men are much stronger than women. Shin Joon who is only 14 years old, can beat up all 

the women all the time.  
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Philippines knives: 

Women see how much stronger men are, and get out of their illusion. They realize why the 

King says to do BJJ and Philippines knife training. Why? Because women are weaker! People 

don’t realize how dangerous knives are. Young people also need to do knife training. Women 

are scared to take an attack. Training helps them think and have strength to fight. “I will not 

lose. I need to find strength to be able to live.” Anyone who combines BJJ and knife training can 

be very dangerous.  

In Japan and Korea, women traditionally carried a small dagger to protect themselves; it was 

also used to commit suicide if sexually attacked by men. That was the archangel method. (The 

King shows the dagger he carries on himself)  

Knife training alone is not enough; it needs to be with BJJ. Then you can protect your home and 

your holy temple. You can choke the attacker. 

 

Guns: 

The Kahr pistol created by Kook Jin Nim is very small. Men can be 8 times stronger than 

women but through the Rod of Iron technology and BJJ training you can be stronger than a lion. 

Women should be lionesses. Fake news tell women fake propaganda, that they are stronger 

than men, but only those who practice can be lionesses. Others try to brainwash themselves 

each day that they are.  

In training they will sweat out, bleed, and through that they will continue to develop. You will 

continuously get hurt as you train, but you should get hurt. Through this you will become 

stronger; you develop resistance.  

Stop thinking you are smart. You should train your children and grandchildren, and tell them 

not to worry. They need to understand the benefit of being hurt. If blood runs and they cry, 

why act crazy? It’s only blood! Through training you can guide others. You also need to know 

how to give pain and spasm in an attacker’s legs. They will scream with pain.  

 

Water: 

A woman who menstruates loses mostly water, so she needs to drink one and a half time more 

water. Young kids are not used to drinking enough water. PPPM training is not the same as 

living a normal life. If you don’t drink enough water, you become stiff; if you have spasms, 

drink water. When you wake up you should not drink coffee, you need water. One liter of 

water is lost through the night by breathing. Young people were training and had to sleep 
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outside in a sleeping bag; they woke all wet from sweating, as if they had taken a shower. The 

body needs water. We can only survive 3 days without water. As soon as your body wakes up, 

it wants water. If you drink a lot, you pee a lot; that’s what you can be grateful about.  

If you work a lot on the computer, after 4 hours sitting, stand, go to the toilet, and drink more 

water. Genesis is about water. We can’t live without water. If you drink a lot of water, you will 

see your day will go much better. Older people, if you need to pee, don’t wait just because I am 

here. Just go! Older folks can get bladder infection. Drink a lot of water, and give it back to 

nature, to the trees and the flowers! CIG is not about cities. It’s about sovereignty: owning land, 

a house, developing your land, planting fruit trees etc.. Rabbits are good because in one year 

they can have one hundred babies. They are good for meat and fur.  

When you don’t drink water, pee is lost. If you drink a lot of water, your pee is lighter; if it is 

yellow, it means you do not drink enough water. People don’t know and worry about the color. 

We need to drink a lot of water. You can regulate your body through water. Most people don’t 

understand how powerful water is. It also helps you with the amount of stress you feel.  

A stream from the top of the mountains: you can hear the sound of the stream and see fishes. I 

will make such a lake with cheap fish in it. When you are training you will catch and release 

them into the lake.  

 

Ice training: 

We will make a natural pond to do ice training. I did such training under – 30 Celsius. I had to 

break the ice to do ice training. You make a hole in the water and you can stay 1 or 2 mns, 

potentially 3. Some people can become paralyzed or die. You should never do this training 

alone, but with others. When you do ice training, stress comes to your body then your immune 

system is strengthened. After 1 mn, come out and recover. Next day, do it again. This is the 

natural way to boost your immune system.  

You need to learn natural ways to treating illnesses. When you have the flu, you shiver and 

want to cover yourself with blankets, but your body needs to be shocked, and react to develop 

your immune system. Soldiers with the flu jump into ice water, and recover from it. This is 

something you really don’t want to do, but you need to breathe deeply in freezing water. The 

first 90 seconds are the worst. If you keep on going with breathing techniques, you can tolerate 

the cold, and when you come out, your body is warm. If you fall asleep in ice water you die. I 

was 5 mns in ice-water challenge; the Queen too. You should never do this alone or you can die. 

You need someone with you.  
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Modern civilization wants comfort but you become weak and die. Through PPPM training you 

become stronger. Through hydro therapy you become much better. Cold shower is not just 

good for condition, but is good for health.  

When True Parents see their sons and daughters living in an active way, even elders, they are 

happy. You need PPPM for all ages. You need to make yourself deliberately uncomfortable. 

By doing this as training you keep a young mind. Through cold showers you become younger 

and your system improves. Grand -fathers and mothers you can do that too, right? You might 

not be able to do the same as young people but you can do cold showers. 

 

120-bow condition: 

How good is that for your body! Your leg muscles will be better. Do not complain about aches 

and pain. You need to know how to resolve your pain, your back pain etc… You have not done 

any training! You have to keep on training your body. That’s why 120- bow condition is good 

for you spiritually and for your body. You can pray as you bow. Bowing will allow the blood to 

circulate. 10,000 steps are also good for the elderly, but you should also do 120-bow training. 1st, 

2nd, 3rd day, the legs hurt, but you start getting used to it. Your body will get stronger, and you 

will become younger.   

As you bow you ask for: 1- End of communism, 2- Victory of True Parents, 3- Victory of 

CIG! 

Some people become proud as they do the 120- bow condition. Only do it for the glory of God 

and True Parents. Nothing else is important. A healthy body is important but you do it for the 

glory of God, the end of communism, and for CIG, not for health. You should not be comparing 

yourself to others. 120-bow devotion is only to give glory to God, and for the destruction of 

Satan’s blood. Also you become healthy in body and spirit, you will experience peacefulness.  

Do it together and support each other. Do not compare, but think “I want to train and be like 

that.”If somebody has a better body shape, it should be your motivation to get better. People are 

lazy. Criticizing other people is not part of the CIG culture.  

 

Safety: 

(A big slab of meat is being hanged outside and a few people, one being the Queen, are asked to stab the 

meat with a knife) 

(Demonstrations: being attacked and defending yourself with BJJ plus knives or guns) 
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PPPM is a mindset. You need to be aware of your surroundings. You are there to protect 

villages and towns; through PPPM our mentality changes. If you go to your car, and wait for 

your husband or children, and you look at your phone, you don’t know how irresponsible this 

is! As soon as you get into the car, lock the door to protect your children. That is police 

mentality. Most people don’t think of it, but PPPM live like that. These small techniques will 

protect your family. BJJ and PPPM is the foundation through which you learn life training.  

If you stab someone with a knife, it can go very deep. When you hit the blood vessels the blood 

flies out. Nice people need to understand training, because thugs and burglars can get you. You 

need PPPM because you have been tricked by fake Hollywood and you don’t know about 

safety, but you need to know.  

(The King asked a 67-year old Japanese grandpa trained in the Special Forces, to stab the meat with his 

own dagger. He has received a lot of training, and he cut a very deep dash. The King also asked a lady 

who looks weak; she did it too.) (3hours since the King started) 

People can protect themselves with knives; even a skinny woman can stab straight in. You need 

to protect yourselves from knives. There are ruffians in shopping centers or restaurants.  

 

Different sorts of training: 

A person who cuts a chicken head does not need a knife; you can just cut off the head. If you 

have not killed an animal before, raise your hand. Most of you have not. If you do, you can feel 

gratitude when you eat. The satanic world is teaching us with fake media. How arrogant we 

have become! When you kill a pig, you should be grateful to God. That should be an automatic 

reaction. In school you received a slave education and you became very weak.   

Father was living in a village in North Korea, so he had to do this; women had to do that as 

well. The men do not realize they need to be kings and shepherds; they need to be very strong. 

You should be leading from the front.  

Look at the queen. She does not order people around. She trains for a time of emergency; she 

trains in the wilderness, but she also trains through Father’s words. She can’t swim; her mother 

is a good swimmer, but she can’t swim. Give a round of applause for the Queen! (Applause) 

In Hawai, True Father sent me to do scuba-diving. When I was swimming, I saw sharks; it looks 

like they were sleeping. On land, you have your weight on your feet; in the water it is different. 

At night you don’t see the directions, so you need to watch the bubbles; the deeper, the darker. 

You see the vastness. In the sea I could see a whole variety of fish. Then I saw a shark 

swimming; they change color, so you don’t see them. He was even shooting around. How 
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amazing it is! Korean dramas are women porno! We have become entertainment slaves, so we 

don’t realize how amazing nature is.  

 

Probiotics: 

Go to nature! Quit video games! If you take vitamin C, D, and zinc, COVID will not stick on 

you. Kimchi has a lot of vitamin C; fermented food has great bacteria and increases the immune 

system. Have pro-biotic food each day; it protects your immune system. With kimchi you have 

probiotics each day. Now in the US people make kimchi. People who have scurvy do not have 

enough vitamin C. 

 

Pigs & bears: 

Pigs multiply very quickly. Even though they bathe in the mud, they are not dirty; their skin is 

clean.  

In Alaska they have grizzly bears. Human do not know how to behave in the presence of bears. 

Mother bear will get angry, as she defends her curbs. Black bears kill the greater amount of 

people, even in PA. You should not eat bear meat because they have worms. When Kook Jin 

Nim fought a bear, he skinned it nicely and cooked it well, so we would not get worms. You 

can’t make sashimi from bear meat. If worms get to your brain, they will dig around it and you 

can die.  

 

Nature: 

Ordinary citizens do not realize how much protein is in eggs- for example in caviar.  God said 

human beings should have dominion over creation. Anyone who has never tried to eat a worm 

raise your hand! You will need to do that here as training, especially young people! You should 

get closer to nature. Instead of reacting against insects, you should think of them as food. Plants 

take nutrients from nature around.  

Knowing nature can be life or death emergency, if you are lost in nature. Most people will die 

2.2kms away from where they have parked their car. Most of us have a dominant leg, and we 

will go in circle a few times in the direction of our dominant leg. So we need a compass. (The 

king shows us his compass) If you shout, ”Please save me,” your situation will become worse. (The 

king shows us his whistle and whistles with it) You can whistle “SOS” through the Morse code. 

Then you can wait an entire day and still be OK. You can also make a fire from a spark.  
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In CIG we need to shoot with the Rod of Iron, but we must protect nature. Through the 2nd 

Amendment right, citizens can protect their land, and they can do PPPM with their children.  

 

Some points:  

--- (For a while there were technical problems and translation was not clear. Here are some points) 

-Jo and Hunter Biden were sexually assaulting children, and got millions of dollars from China.  

- The 2nd generation Academy did a lot of work.  

-Most of you from Korea and Japan never shot a gun.  

- The Vulcan cannon can shoot 6,000 rounds a minute- 100 rounds a second! Isn’t that amazing! 

Any machine looks like nothing compared to it. We need to be grateful to True Father. 

-We can carry the Constitution of CIG in our heart and mind. Father who is the King of Kings 

and the Lord of Lords gave it to us. He gave us a country of freedom and responsibility. 

-All people using mail-in voting will be leftists; conservatives will vote in person. 

--- No translation: The King spoke of Google, Facebook, ATT, the Rothschilds, Epstein, Ghislaine 

Maxwell, the CIA, Israel’s Mossad, the Nazis, and the Gestapo. He talked also about President Kennedy, 

the Mossad, and the CIA together. Then about Biden, bikini girls, free sex and Mark Twain. 

 

Government education 

It’s easy to replace God by government. Your parents take you to church with good intentions, 

but at school they teach you communist things, and you end up not believing in God. “Through 

peace we will change the world! My parents weren’t smart enough. My professors wrote books 

and papers.” These teachers say,”Your parents are stupid! You are the next generation; you will 

create the next utopia.” Socialism is communism and is Satanism. They support abortion; they 

are against marriage and they encourage free sex. They bring young people into a cult, and they 

will kill anyone who is against central government.  

Christians support freedom and responsibility. Young people will spend the next 20 years of 

their lives paying their college debts. Money landing institutions make so much profit from 

that. Universities get paid; Harvard receives funds from China and is pro-CCP. The academic 

elites are bought by the Chinese communist party. It is seen as the world center for inter-

religious studies and is funded by Communist China and Islamist Saudi Arabia. They give false 

information on Christianity. 
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In CIG centralized education is illegal. The best education possible can be acquired through 

competing with other schools. There will be no government tests created by a national board of 

education. They have no relevance; they do not help anyone to develop themselves, to create 

businesses and serve people in the best way possible.  State education creates complete fools.  

When students are in state school they do not get practical education. Why don’t these schools 

teach how to create and maintain assets? Why when you are 22, don’t you know how to own 

and cultivate land, and be responsible for it? Why don’t they teach about buying gold, silver, 

having business assets? Why don’t they teach about looking for a home and how to keep 

PPPM?  

Instead of spending 25 years paying college debts to that education system, young people 

should buy a house. Paying debts means being slave to the system. Why don’t they teach 

practical things and how to create assets? Citizens are being fooled by satanic style -based 

families. 

There is no royal family that can teach how to create and save assets; no citizen receives this 

education. Instead they teach gender studies, which is irrelevant to society. They do not want 

citizens to become rich; they want them to have debts. This is making citizens of CIG fail.  

From a young age, people should have investment mindset: how to be a business owner, and 

about the value of a big family. Instead they teach that babies are a burden. How is it possible 

that mothers see children as burdens, and not as assets? Even animals love their offspring. 

People are worse than animals; they see children as liabilities. They count the cost of raising a 

child in the state system. This is absolute nonsense! The state system sponsors women to have 

kids. Nothing is more special than children. They are not a liability! 

They try to make us into robots. Through internet we are losing our freedom; we download all 

information from them. They are not creating utopia for the world. 

Humans are the center of God’s creation. In CIG and God’s kingship there is freedom and 

responsibility, to love God and to love your neighbor. We also have natural relationship with 

nature, with birds etc…. We have sovereignty. We are not comparable to robots; we have 

dominion over technology. We love God and our neighbor out of our sense of responsibility.   

Kids will be trained to love their neighbor, and to do all kinds of things like scuba diving etc… 

They will not be in front of a computer playing games. That’s hell! There is no freedom there. 

We will study Father’s words and we will help one other’s businesses.  

You guys are coming to True Parents’ Memorial and hearing things like that! Father’s teaching 

is about creating a strong society. By meeting citizens of CIG you can see heavenly culture and 

tradition, old and young together. We are also investing in each other in marriage. All this gives 
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you a sense of value in being parents. Why do they damp older people, their grandparents, into 

old folks home? 

 

Alpha male culture 

I am 41, and I became a grandfather. There is no more precious culture than that! Seeing your 

grandchildren is unbelievable! There is only 40 years difference between my grandchild and 

me. He will try martial arts. His first loyalty will be to his parents and his grandparents. First 

under water training will be for Shin Pal. Abodji is Christ! True Father is a strong man.  

By age 10, they should start physical training; especially sons should be strong. The father 

should train their sons from the age of 10. They should do training to develop their sons. If 

children learn to respect their father, they will become good people. If fathers do not educate 

their children, they will go a wrong path. They will think they could learn nothing from their 

parents. Men should be about fighting. A father should be the first person teaching how to 

defend yourself and fight. We need to understand the alpha male culture. Men have aggression.  

Women don’t understand that. If men constructively learn to deal with aggression, they become 

good people. If women do that, they become beta males. Why? Because women do not 

understand this world! They need to learn from males how to overcome the world’s evil. 

Women do not teach them to do dangerous things. They can’t teach them to have successful 

marriages and be good fathers. Males who can’t deal with the world of aggression will be 

isolated. They will think, “I am not a male! My father did not love me.” When they get married 

they can’t play a successful role. They will inherit the personality of their mother and they can’t 

develop true love. Such couple will fail.  

 

The father as head of household, priest & king 

In the Bible it says that man is the head of the household. He should have dominion over his 

aggression and develop into a righteous person. Aggression itself is not bad. The direction it 

takes makes it good or bad. You need to have a good personality to care for your wife. As a 

male do not be scary! Beta males who meet alphas understand how weak they are and that they 

can only control weak men.  

The father is the shepherd and the mother is the educator. 80 % of 2nd gen kids leave the church 

because their father was not king and priest. They did everything like HDH, but how long did 

that last? Lots of parents raised up their kids that way; they made them into robots. That was 

not a good education. If they had questions, you did not give them answers. They needed to 

learn how to create relationships. They should get that from their parents. You need to witness 
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to your children, slowly matching their level. You cared for people when they were going 

through tough times, but you did not listen to your children, or answer their questions, so they 

left.  You are like a pastor, a shepherd. When your children have questions, they need to receive 

answers and receive education.  

Some children may come back, but there is no guarantee; they are influenced by society. You 

did not bring them up this way. If they asked questions, you said, “What’s wrong with you?” 

So the father is the king and priest. Your family is a small church. The wife should never 

complain against her husband.  

 

Wives, respect and support your husband! 

Just because you might be a good speaker does not mean you are a good pastor. Some pastors 

had 5 or 6 divorces. The husband is the pastor. Why does he have to deal with the disrespect of 

women? Every man needs a team, somebody who supports him. Women, if you can’t respect 

your husband he is going to fail. He will divorce you. He might not be the most charismatic 

pastor, but you need to support him.  

Don’t judge his sermons, or his services; compare them with last year’s. Don’t find something 

negative to say. If he becomes better, be grateful for it. Do you need a husband that can’t pray? 

The wife keeps praying and after a few years he still can’t pray and they argue. Pray for him. 

Ask him, ”You are the chief priest, please pray for me. This evening I will meet the teachers of 

our kids.” Don’t show disrespect. His background does not matter. Be grateful for the husband 

God gave you.  

Team players trust each other. Wife, show respect to your husband! “God, thank you!”Stop 

criticizing him; you are killing him spiritually. People do not think about this sort of things. 

Wives whine to their husband.  

Create an atmosphere for the Holy Spirit to work through you. God will send the Holy Spirit to 

help your husband. You think about your image; you don’t think about your relationship with 

God. Do not criticize your husband! You are not God. You are a person cannot save other. It 

only happens through God. Stop thinking you can save people!  

Witness to your children so they can love the same God as you! PPPM is true love. Spend time 

with your children; make heartistic relationships with them. They need to see their parents as 

teacher and coach, and they will respect you. You cannot force anything in. It does not work.  

Being a teenager is the most dangerous time. Have conversation with them; don’ let them just 

go to their room. Women trust your husband; carry on in your roles. From a very young age, it 

is important to establish that relationship with your children. Through that relationship you 
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will be able to lead them in the right direction. Some people have not built relationships; even 

though they live in the same house, they are total strangers.  

If your husband can’t pray well, try to support him; he is your pastor. Do not complain or you 

are committing spiritual suicide and playing in Satan’s hands. If you have a victim mentality, 

you start comparing your spouse with what you see on TV; that is spiritual suicide.  

You need to practice supporting your husband, encouraging him. If you make fun of him or 

complain, he will never be the priest; your children will see your relationship and will never 

appreciate the blessing, because they only saw you complain. Then you are playing in the 

devil’s house; Satan will destroy your family.  

Pray for your husband. Encourage and respect him. That’s the kind of wife you need to be. 

What kind of man appreciates a woman who always puts him down, and complains to her 

friends? No man loves such a woman! Appreciate your husband. Always support him. A man 

always will appreciate such a woman.  This is very important!  

You become very similar to your 5 closest people. If you are close to complaining wives, you 

become like them. You need to support your husband who is your pastor. You both are lacking 

in your character! How are your children perceiving your crying and complaining about your 

husband? You are not thinking of the consequences. You are bringing your family to 

destruction. Wives like to get together and complain against their husband.  

A church that is persecuting its pastor will implode. If there are problems you need to pray to 

God. Do not look for help from people around you, but from God. Women are emotional and 

always think of emotional solutions. That’s not a good approach. Ask your husband if there is 

something to pray about. You need to support him by praying for him; there is no other way. If 

you complain and your children see that, it is not a good approach. You think they will like 

that?  

Men get strength from the respect and support of their wife. If some woman said bad things 

and the husband did not respond, they think he was not hurt. But there are many ways to 

express oneself. Silence is also a problem; husbands pick up the vibes and the children too. 

Don’t complain if your husband is not romantic with you. Think of your attitude; do not 

disappoint him every day.  

You need to take responsibility. This is a much different path. The Blessing is about 

responsibility. It’s about husband and wife being together. Both need to improve and grow; 

both are imperfect.  

If the wife feels sorry for herself, she will like to join some club, portray herself as good and as a 

victim, and her husband as bad. If you do that, you are destroying him, and ideologizing 

yourself. You should approach God, not your friends.  
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Nothing can be compared to what Father went through in Hungnam. It’s not even a speck of 

dust compared to this. People convince themselves that they are doing the work of God. Such 

couple will pass down to their children that same relationship they have with God. You need to 

work together to develop your mind and body.  

 

Blue-collar workers 

There are kids who stay inside and play video games all day. They are weak and are ruining 

their bodies that way. Women are educated to see themselves as high quality, and they start 

looking down on men who do manual labor. Such men who work with their bodies are 

stronger, and are much better at defending their family when predators come to attack.  

The background of CIG is blue-collar workers who use their body. They have physical strength 

and they will become rich. These blue-collar workers are enemies of the communists. Men who 

use their physical strength will fight against Satan and communists. The more men we have like 

this, the more strength we have to fight against Satan and communism.  

When you have a big government, the super-elite never suffer. These blue-collar workers create 

things that you will appreciate. These are people who succeed and become rich. In the future 

the government will introduce laws to reduce big monopolies. But now the middle class, the 

manual laborers suffer. They are real patriots; they use their bodies and will be good at fighting 

and pushing back evil.  

Beta males that are unable to fight back are now promoted in our society; it portrays beta males 

as successful and good quality men. But they are weak, and don’t make anything. How many of 

them will fight back? How many of them are capable to have stress and have the courage to 

stand up? All the people who grew up doing exercises, they find it easier to do manual labor.   

A story: When a 2nd generation started working with big men, these men were laughing at him. 

They were installing septic tanks. He had done a lot of training so his job was easy for him. He 

was always happy, so they called him, ”Happy.” He plans to join the Air Force.  

Communists always look down on people who do manual labor. But you need all infrastructure 

built first before you create God’s Kingdom. That’s first. In the olden days in the US, it was the 

manual laborers who were the most successful. These multi-nationals have ways to avoid 

paying taxes. Trump is being very smart; he decreased income tax for ordinary people. Manual 

laborers are the backbones of CIG. It is easy for them to be PPPM, and become soldiers. Society 

has brainwashed your daughters to look down on such men.  
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The CIG society 

In CIG there are no taxes; you keep your earnings and use them. You won’t need both father 

and mother to work in order to sustain the family. Society has created such an environment 

where you need 2 incomes to survive; this way, children are separated from their parents.  

In communist countries, party members have access to wealth. They are archangelic-type evil 

men, but women want to marry them, such men that sell their souls working for the 

government, and they reject honest men who fight for goodness.  

In the society of CIG, the middle class will be the biggest. There will be a few super rich, but not 

many. If you look at Korea, Japan, the United States, how is their economy structured? It is a 

pyramid with the Rothschild group on top; 90% of the society works for them. In CIG the shape 

will be very different. The top will be very slim and with a fat middle class.  

Tell the society, and the children of dads who build houses to look up to their dads who are 

PPPM, so they also want to live like their dads.  

In CIG all city, state, and federal taxes collected will go to the middle class. These people who 

are manual laborers may not look like the gentlemen that women like, but they have a good 

heart. Communism, socialism looks down on laborer, and like alpha males. A manual laborer 

may start as a cement pourer, but with time will go up the ladder and eventually may start their 

own company. 

It’s easier to work in construction yards. Those who are managers started from the bottom; 

people that manage companies will look for certain qualities to promote people for senior 

positions. People who graduate from top universities are very arrogant. They start with high 

salary but no experience and no skills.  

Some young women look down on quiet boys who do their work quietly; they think they are 

not very interesting. They find playboys attractive who go around with multiple partners. The 

values of employees are very important: how punctual, loyal, honest. What matters is how 

other men will see your son in society. You need to make sure they develop skills, and qualities 

that other men will appreciate. No matter how much they curse or how good they speak, make 

sure they are honest and do not shy away from difficult tasks.  

What time is it? 6pm already! (We started at 10:30am) ! We didn’t read a single verse from the 

Bible! This is just an appetizer; we spent way too much time on this appetizer! If you go to a 

place where the Holy Spirit is plentiful you lose time and space! 
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At war with Satan 

If there is a civil war in this country, it can become a world war. This country needs fewer 

liberals, and more Sanctuarians.  People who love True Parents, Christ, are the ones who belong 

to this country. We want to chase out leftists. Only 5 days from now could be the start of a civil 

war. If that happens and you run away, America will fall, and Korea and Japan will fall. China 

will come on top of everyone who took anti-left stand. You will not escape. If you don’t beat 

them by standing together with Trump the world has not hope.  

Really this is a serious time! We need to give 100% in these 5- day OSDP and VOC lecture 

training. We are in the middle of a war with Satan. We need to be victorious to bring down 

pedophiles, social media, Facebook, Twitter; all are pedophiles. They must be exposed for their 

crimes.  These leftists are creating troubles, burning cities. President Trump needs to punish 

them 

All the Marxist university professors also need to be punished, and we need to get rid of them 

for good so they do not rise up again. These professors are allowed to educate our children, and 

now 80-90 % of students are leftists. That’s why Trump is focusing on attacking the left. We 

need to make sure all these people who work with China are punished to the full extent. If we 

don’t get rid of them quickly, they will want to have another revolution. Of course we need to 

show love to fellow men, but when these people do evil we must put them down. We cannot 

tolerate their actions.  

What time is it? 6:16pm. Father used to speak 8 hours minimum. No problem!  

From tomorrow we need to make sure we approach these last days well. Concentrate on 

training. Kook Jin Nim went to 2 rallies. He left at 6am, arrived at 8am. There were thousands of 

people already. We left at 8am and arrived at 10 and could not get in; they had TV screens. But 

the Holy Spirit and God worked with us. Before the police closed up everything we could get 

out. President Trump passed us. He looked to our side and said, “Thank you very much,” with 

thumbs up. 2 days ago I met Eric Trump; one month ago I met Trump Jr.  

 

Offer everything to Heaven 

This time we could not get inside but we could see President Trump leaving the rally. If we give 

100% God will find ways to open opportunities for us. God will find a way to bring Trump to 

North East Pennsylvania. God, Father, and the Holy Spirit will make sure this happens in the 

future.  
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We are a very small group, but faithful; God will find a way to move the world by working 

through a small group with a lot of faith. Your training, indemnity, devotion and sacrifice are 

extremely important.  

Next Sunday we will complete the pagoda and offer it to heaven. On your way back close your 

eyes as you pass by; don’t look at it yet. It will be a surprise! The team is putting a lot of effort to 

complete it, from the first thing in the morning to late at night. Let’s give a round of applause to 

the people who are completing this.  

We need to offer everything up to Heaven, for the glory of God and True Parents, on the 

victorious foundation of the 3 Kingships and the victorious Cain and Abel.  

(The King offered a prayer) 

 

The King spoke in Korean. Kookhyun Lee, and Kookyeong Lee translated into English- Transcribed by 

Beatrice Clyburn 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


